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Abstract—Unified Modeling Language (UML) activity diagrams are derived from use case diagrams. It becomes essential to incorporate security features and maintain consistency in the diagrams during analysis phase of Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC). As part of current software development practices, software security must be a constant effort. The activity diagrams are used to model business process. The detailed analysis of activity diagram is done. The challenge lies in viewing the main activity diagram from attacker's perspective and providing defense mechanism to mitigate the attacks. This paper presents an extension of the activity diagram named SecUML3Activity to provide security with Object Constraint Language (OCL) constraints using Five Primary Security Input Validation Attributes (FPSIVA) parameters for input validation. It also proposed three security color code notations and stereotypes in activity diagrams. White color is used to represent activity diagram in normal state. Red color in dotted line is used to represent attack activity components. Blue color with double line is used to represent the defensive activity components. The defense mechanism algorithm against SQL Injection (SQLI) attack, Cross Site Scripting (XSS) attack, DoS/DDoS attack, access validation attack is provided. The mapping of Secure 3-Use Case diagram with SecUML3Activity diagram is done through mathematical modeling.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Unified modeling language (UML) is a visual language rather than a programming language to help software developers. It is used to build real-time systems and shows visual representation of the behavior and structure of the system in software development [3]. UML modeling can be done with the help of tools like StarUML, Microsoft Visio, ArgoUML, MagicDraw, BOUML, Visual Paradigm and the like [24]. UML or Object Constraint Language (OCL) is used in designing financial systems where incorporation of security is a primary concern.

Activity diagram is used to show the diagrammatic flow of events taking place in a use case diagram. It shows the dynamic behavior of a system like control flow and object flow from one action to another which is one of the main UML modeling techniques [1][4]. It is used to model security requirements in the business processes, modeling parallel and concurrent flows in an actual system and illustrate the scenario of detailing complex use cases [2][7][25].

In earlier work, Colored Petri Net (CPN) has been proposed to ensure consistency between use cases and activity diagrams [26][27][28]. Jurjens proposed UMLsec to specify security information during the development of security critical systems and provided tool-support for formal security verification using security scenarios into a system design [33]. UMLsec employs use case diagrams to capture security requirements. UMLsec defines 21 stereotypes to represent fair exchange, non-repudiation, role-based access control, secure communication link, confidentiality, integrity, authenticity, freshness of a message, secure information flow among components, and guarded access. Some stereotypes also have associated tags and constraints.

The foundation of secure SRS is consideration of security requirements to mitigate severe vulnerabilities mentioned in the vulnerability databases [15]. Secure SRS considers security requirements like input validation, multi-factor authentication to enhance UML use case, class and state transition diagrams [4][5]. In this paper, we proposed security stereotypes, colored notations to distinguish main activity diagram from attackers’ activity diagram and defensive activity diagram. FPSIVA parameters based on OCL constraints are used to provide defense mechanisms in activity diagram and mitigate vulnerability in the analysis phase of SDLC. These stereotypes help developers to build functionalities carefully and flawlessly during the implementation process. Also, defense mechanism algorithms are proposed in this research work to build secure activity diagrams. The consistency between UML diagrams is maintained through relationship between proposed SecUML3Activity diagram and Secure 3-Use Case diagram proposed by authors in earlier work [2].

The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes a detailed literature survey of activity diagram, notations to draw activity diagram, relationship of activity diagram with use case diagram. Section III covers the proposed secure activity diagram: SecUML3Activity with security color notations and stereotypes using FPSIVA parameters, and defense mechanism algorithm. Section IV is used for result and discussion related to this work. Section V concludes the paper and gives direction to the future work.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

UML diagrams are used to visualize various perspectives of the software system. Since they are dependent on each other, the consistency between the diagrams is desired in earlier phases of SDLC. In comparison to static modeling, consistency is a more delicate issue in dynamic modeling. Non-compliance
of consistency among these diagrams lead to errors being introduced during software development and make it vulnerable to attacks like SQLI, XSS, DoS/ DDoS attack and access validation attack [12][13]. Relational Language for Advanced Security (ReAiSec) is a security engineering tool to find security threats [31]. A specification cannot be fully represented by a UML diagram on its own. Consequently, the dynamic diagrams would require a common notation among them. The external behavior of the systems to be built is meant to be expressed using use case diagrams and activity diagrams. Activity diagrams are used to show the dynamic behavior aspect of a given system by modeling data flow [1][2][18].

The Object Constraint Language (OCL) is a declarative language and forms part of the UML standard and plays a crucial role in the analysis phase of SDLC. It is an expression language used to describe constraints and other modeling artifacts that cannot be stated using conventional diagrammatic notations [4][28]. OCL constraint is acting as a restriction on a model to ensure consistency. Although it is designed at the class level, its semantics are applied at the object level [1][3][9][10][29]. The security of activity diagrams can be enhanced using OCL [2][4].

Activity diagrams are basically used to represent flow of events used in use case diagrams, modeling complex requirements and implementation details [11][26]. These diagrams look like data flow diagrams (DFDs) in structured analysis (SA), However, DFDs in SA are used for capturing, analyzing, and documenting requirements. They are best suited for modeling parallel and concurrent flows in an actual system. The activity can be explained as an operation of the system [6][7]. Due to the richer constructs, it offers such as concurrency, split, and synchronization, the UML activity diagram has been utilized in process modeling and workflow modeling [20]. They have a significance in software testing [10][17][30]. They are divided into two kinds such as atomic activity diagram and compound activity diagram based on sub activity state. Managing the compound activity diagram is a significant problem when creating test cases [1].

A. Analysis of UML Activity Diagram

Some definitions of the activity diagram can be presented in a formal manner.

1) Activity diagram (AD) is a tuple consisting of –

\[ AD = (N, E, C, R) \]

where \( N, E, C, R \) are a finite set of activity nodes, directed edges, containment and flow relationship between the nodes or containments respectively.

Activity nodes consist of action nodes \( N_a \), object nodes \( N_o \) and control nodes \( N_c \).

\[ N = N_a \cup N_o \cup N_c \]

Directed edges are a finite set of edges.

\[ E = \{e_1, e_2, e_3, e_4\} \]

\( C \) contains graphical elements for containment and it is formally defined as a tuple consisting of activities, interruptible regions, exception handlers, expansion regions.

\[ C = (Activities, IR, EH, ER) \]

The flow relationship \( R \) is explained as follows.

\[ R \subseteq (N \lor C) \times (N \lor C) \]

The control node consists of given disjoint sets as below.

\[ N_c = I \cup D \cup M \cup P \cup J \cup F \]

where \( I, D, M, P, J \) and \( F \) are finite sets of initial nodes, decision/branch, merge, forks, joins and final nodes that cover activity final and flow final nodes. So, \( F \) can be denoted as \( F = F_a \cup F_i \), where \( F_a \) is a finite set of activity final nodes and \( F_i \) is a finite set of flow final nodes. And \( F \) are finite sets of initial nodes, decision/branch, merge, forks, joins and final nodes that cover activity final and flow final nodes [19].

2) Activity diagram (AD) is a tuple consisting of –

\[ D = (A, T, F, C, aI, aF) \]

where \( A, T, F, C, aI, aF \) are a finite set of activity states, completion transitions, guard conditions, flow relationship, initial activity state and final activity state respectively and described as below.

\[ A = \{a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_m\} \]

\[ T = \{t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_n\} \]

\[ C = \{c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_d\} \]

\[ F \subseteq (A \times T \times C) \cup (T \times C \times A) \]

\[ aI \in A \]

\[ aF \in A \]

There is only one transition \( t \) such that \((aI, t, a) \in F\), and \((a, t', aI) \notin F\) or \((aF, t', a) \notin F\) for any \( t', a \). The activity diagram is used to represent composite activities. Each activity node is handled individually and treats concurrent activities as an interleaving sequence of activities [17][18].

3) Since every use case \( useCase \) gets converted to activity diagram, the complete set of all activity diagrams \( AD \) contains many \( ad_{useCase} \).

\[ ad_{useCase} \in AD \]

As each activity diagram consists of initial node, activity nodes and activity partitions,

\[ AD = \{IN, AN, AP\} \]

where, \( IN \) denotes the initial node. Every activity diagram must have an initial node.

\[ IN_{useCase} \in IN \]

\( AN \) denotes the activity node. There may be zero or more activity nodes in an activity diagram.

\[ AN_{useCase} \in AN \]

\( AP \) denotes the activity partitions. There may be zero or more activity partitions in an activity diagram.
B. Activity Diagram Notations

The graphical notations are used for modeling activity diagrams including nodes and edges. The diagrams must ensure their semantics to conform to the UML activities metamodel [6][8]. The activity diagram notations are shown in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table I. Activity Diagram Notations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Element</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint/ Synchronization bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fork</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Send signal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receive signal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Option loop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow final</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Relationship of Activity Diagram with use Case Diagram

A systematic mapping of activity diagram with use case Diagram is described below [22][23][26][27][28].

Rule 1: Every use case must be represented by at least one activity diagram, else there will be inconsistency leading to fault in software development.

\[ \text{useCase} \in UseCase_{\text{sysModel}} \]

Rule 2: An actor in a use case must be an activity partition in the corresponding activity diagram.

\[ \text{actor, (assoc(actor, UseCase))} \]

Rule 3: Let use case diagrams UC1 includes UC2 where UC1 is the including use case and UC2 is included use case. Then event flows of both UC1 and UC2 must be specified in the activity diagram. The action node in UC1 should refer to the activity diagram specifying use case UC2.

\[ \text{include} = (\text{including}, \text{included}) \in \text{Include} \]

where \( \text{including, included} \in \text{UseCase : act}_{\text{including}} \equiv \text{ACT}_{\text{including}} \)

Rule 4: Every flow of event mentioned in the use case description or implied therein needs to be described in detail in the related event of the activity diagram. This rule is only applicable if the use case is further described in the activity diagram.

Rule 5: The event in the use case diagram has a one-to-one mapping with an action/activity state in the corresponding activity diagram.

D. Object Constraint Language (OCL)

OCL is a formal specification language that can be used to define expressions and constraints on object-oriented models and other object modeling artifacts. IBM created the Object Constraint Language in 1995. It was initially used as a business engineering language, but it was later incorporated into the Unified Modelling Language (UML) as a formal specification language. Starting with version 1.1, OCL was included in the official OMG (Object Management Group) standard for UML. It enables programmers to communicate restrictions and guidelines that control the organization and operation of software systems. OCL 2.0 is the latest version as of September 2021. OCL is a powerful language with built-in capabilities for iterating over collections of objects, finding the value of an item, and navigating across a group of related objects. Primitive types such as Integer, Real, Boolean, and String, as well as Collections types such as Set, Bag, ordered set, and Sequence, are included in OCL’s predefined standard library [14]. OCL can be used in many ways. For any expression over a UML model, it can be used as a query language to specify invariants on classes and types in the class model, type invariants for stereotypes, pre- and post-conditions on operations and methods, guards, target (sets) for messages and actions, constraints on operations, and derivation rules for attributes [3][4]. As each OCL expression has a type, it is considered as a typed language [4].

An activity diagram becomes more comprehensible when it is modeled using UML notations. To non-technical individuals, such as a client, the pictorial depiction makes knowledge transfer simple. However, there can be certain discrepancies in the diagrams if a programmer uses them as a reference when building implementation code. For instance, it’s possible that the diagram doesn't show the beginning values for some characteristics or doesn't clearly indicate the limitations. In these circumstances, it is impossible for the programmer to develop the entire program without consulting the required specification or other documentation. OCL aids in the improvement of the UML diagrams and, as a result, writes the complete code for the same [4].

1) INVARIANT: It is a constraint that specifies a condition that must always hold true for a particular class or a set of objects. Invariants are used to define the integrity rules of a system and ensure the consistency of the data.
Example-
context Person

inv: self.age > 0 and self.age < 120

A "Person" class that has an invariant specified on it. According to the invariant, a person’s age must be more than 0 and less than 120. By doing this, it is ensured that a person’s age is within a suitable range and that inaccurate or unrealistic figures are avoided.

Invariants are typically expressed in the context of a class and use the keyword "context" followed by the class name. The "self" keyword refers to the instance of the class on which the invariant is being evaluated. In this case, "self.age" points to the age of the Person object.

2) PRE-CONDITIONS: In OCL, preconditions and postconditions are used to define the conditions that must hold true before and after an operation or method is executed, respectively. They help define the expected behavior and constraints associated with an operation.

Syntax

context <classifier> :: <operation> (<parameters>)

Pre [<constraints name>]:

<Boolean OCL expression>

The examples of a precondition in OCL is as below.

Let’s consider a class called "BankAccount" with a method "withdraw" that deducts a specified amount from the account balance. The precondition for this method could be that the withdrawal amount should be positive and not exceed the current balance.

context BankAccount :: withdraw(amount: Integer)

pre: amount > 0 and amount <= self.balance

In this example, the precondition specifies that the "amount" parameter passed to the "withdraw" method should be greater than 0 and less than or equal to the current balance of the bank account. This ensures that a valid withdrawal amount is provided and prevents overdrawling from the account.

3) POST-CONDITIONS: Preconditions and postconditions are used to document and enforce the expected behavior of operations. They help in validating inputs and ensuring the desired outcomes or effects of operations on objects or systems.

Syntax

Context <classifier> :: <operation> (<parameters>)

Post [<constraints name>]:

<Boolean OCL expression>

The examples of a postcondition in OCL is-

Let’s consider the same "BankAccount" class with a method "deposit" that adds a specified amount to the account balance. The postcondition for this method could be that the account balance should increase by the deposited amount.

context BankAccount::deposit(amount: Integer)

post: self.balance = self.balance@pre + amount

In this example, the postcondition specifies that the "balance" property of the bank account after executing the "deposit" method should be equal to the balance before the method was called plus the deposited amount. This ensures that the deposit operation updates the account balance correctly.

III. PROPOSED SECURE ACTIVITY DIAGRAM: SECUML3ACTIVITY

In this proposed SecUML3Activity diagram, dynamic aspects of the system are shown with security stereotypes in color code notations, OCL constraints and defense mechanism algorithms. An illustration of a dynamic security specification is the operation of an authentication mechanism. There is not a comprehensive design-level behavioral definition of security stereotypes in any of the dynamic security standards that developers and programmers might employ during the implementation stage. In this paper, we are proposing security features for SecUML3Activity diagram which is an extension of detailed analysis of Login Use Case of Secure 3-Use Case diagram proposed by authors [4].

A. Proposed Security Notations and Stereotypes in Activity Diagrams

It is easier to understand an activity diagram when it is modeled using UML notations. Information can be easily communicated to non-technical staff members, such as a client by way of a picture. However, there might be certain gaps in the UML diagrams when a programmer uses them to write implementation code. For instance, it is possible that the diagram doesn't show the initial values for certain attributes or doesn't clearly define the constraints. Writing the entire code without consulting the requirement specification or other documentation becomes challenging for the programmer. OCL plays an important role to clarify the UML diagrams, and accordingly write the complete code for the same. Since activity diagram is a behavior model, the relationship between model elements is usually more complex. Software engineering research encourages systematic literature review for identifying, evaluating, and interpreting research question [32]. The use of colors has been recognized in software engineering research to make software modeling more comprehensible. The proposed activity diagram notations are represented in various colors codes along with color description as mentioned in Table II.

The proposed colored notations are helpful in visual representation and reduce the cognitive load of software developers. The white color is used to represent normal activity diagram notations; red color in dotted line represents attacks performed by external entities. The double lined blue color is used to represent the attack mitigation and providing defense mechanism. These colored notations for SecUML3Activity
diagrams are mentioned in Table III for attack and defensive activity.

### Table II. Color Notations Description

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>White represent component is in normal state.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
<td>Red color is used to represent/highlight insecure or threatened components. These components are more likely to get attacked successfully by outside entities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>Blue is to represent the defensive or precautionary components. These components act as defensive measures to avoid or mitigate attack.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table III. Proposed Notations for SecUML3Activity Diagram

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Activity Diagram Notations</th>
<th>Attack Notations</th>
<th>Defense Notations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Start</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>Activity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connector</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint/ Synchronization bar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fork</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Send signal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receive signal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The stereotypes proposed by authors are used to develop secure implementation. The developer can prevent attacks like Buffer Overflow (BOF), SQL Injection (SQLI), Encryption, Session Expiration, Connection flooding for login into the system.

Stereotype: << BufferOverflow >>
Tag: {BOF}
Stereotype: << Encryption >>
Tag: {Encryptfield}
Stereotype: << SQLI >>
Tag: { SQLfield }

If the logged in user remains idle for more than specified time, the session must be forcibly killed to prevent session expiration attacks using

Stereotype: << SessionExpiry >>
Tag: { Exp_Time }

If there is a vulnerability in an application to allow more connections than the service provider supports, the stereotype must be inserted in the diagram part that represents the maximum number of allowed connections.

Stereotype: << maxconn >>
Tag: { Maxconn }

B. Proposed Secure Constraints in SecUML3Activity Diagram

The OCL constraint is proposed to check the length, any special characters in entered username and password in the login page with the help of constraints. The foundation for applying Five Primary Security Input Validation Attributes (FPSIVA) in the web design phase is OCL [16][21]. It defines FPSIVA which can be used to design activity diagrams in software development. The below mentioned stereotypes used in activity diagrams are designed using FPSIVA parameters.

<<Precondition >>
Context Login :: checkCredentials()
Pre: user name <=12
Pre: Pwd >=8

<<Invariant >>
Context Login :: checkCredentials()
user name =Boolean
Pwd=Boolean

<<Invariant >>
Context Login :: checkCredentials()
Is active=Boolean

It must be ensured that post condition invariants to be applied after login entry to homepage as mentioned below –

<<Postcondition >>
Context Home :: checkAllowUser()
Post: valid User=Boolean
Post: Pwd=Encrypt(password)

The password needs to be encrypted for transferring over the communication network. Number of attempts by malicious user can be detected with the help of following constraint -

Context Login Invariant :
No. of attempt : self. User > 5
FPSIVA parameters can be used for input validation in activity diagram such as -

(i) var.type : < type > - It is used to validate the type of input data and verify if it can be accepted < type >.

user name: string

(ii) var.format : < pattern > - It is used to validate the format of input data and verify if it can be accepted < pattern >.

(iii) var.length : < number > - It is used to validate the length of input data.

user name.length : 12, Pwd.length :8

(iv) var. Charset: < pattern > - It is used to check characters with its < pattern >

user name.charset : [A-Z, a-z, 0-9].

(v) var.value : < reasonableness > - It is used to check reasonable values of input data.

No of attempts.value:5.

C. SecUML3ActivityDesign

The proposed SecUML3Activity diagram for Login use case of College Management System (CMS) is divided into three swim lanes like Login Activity, Attack Activity, and Defense Activity. The complete flow of the system is shown by the Activity diagram. The swimlane of the activity diagram will be mapped with 2 swim lanes. The first swimlane will be simulated for attack. Each activity with a dotted line in red color notation and second swimlane will be simulated for providing defense mechanisms in blue color double line notations for the attacks. Due to space constraint, we have shown the Login activity of the case study. The proposed security color code notations, stereotypes and constraints are inherited in SecUML3 Activity Diagram of College Management System (CMS) to mitigate the attacks in the real world.

Based on SecUML3Activity diagram for Login use case shown in Fig. 1, i.e.

Login\textsubscript{CMS} \in\mathcal{Secure3UseCase}_{CMS}

\textup{ad\textsubscript{Login}} \in\mathcal{SecUML3AD}_{CMS}

where Initial node is \textup{IN}_{Login} \in\mathcal{IN}_{CMS}

and Activity partition is Faculty \in\mathcal{AP}_{Login}

There is consistency between Secure 3-UseCase diagram and SecUML3Activity Diagram through the relationship mentioned below.

\exists \textup{Login} \in\mathcal{Secure3UseCase}_{CMS};\exists \textup{ad\textsubscript{Login}} \in\mathcal{SecUML3AD}_{CMS}

E. Proposed Defense Mechanism Algorithm

The following Defense Mechanism Algorithm against Web based attacks were defined.

1) SQL injection: SQLI attacks take place on software applications through different methods like Tautologies, Illegal/Logically Incorrect Queries, UNION Query, Piggy-Backed Queries, Timing Inference attack.

Incident \in \{\text{Web page Field Access, URL Header Access}\}

Algorithm 1: Defense Mechanism Algorithm against SQL Injection

INPUT: SQL Injection through text fields in the web page.

OUTPUT: A secure web page that is free from SQLi.

Start

Read text entered by user in text fields
Create insert parameterized queries instead of string concatenation
Create roles.

For each role,
  |
  |   Assign a User
  |

For each user,
  |
  | Grant appropriate permissions to accomplish Role
  | Based Access Control

Fig. 1. Proposed SecUML3Activity diagram of Login CMS Use Case.
2) Cross Site Scripting (XSS): XSS attack occurs when dynamic content that hasn't been checked for malicious content, proper validation makes entry into a web page field.

Incident ε {Web page Field Access, URL Header Access}

Algorithm 2: Defense Mechanism Algorithm against Cross Site Scripting

INPUT: Input field on web page, URL header access used for input

OUTPUT: External script is executed

Start

Insert <body onload=alert (Testing XSS')> into input field.
Submit input

If alert is shown in web browser then

Simple XSS is performed.

Web service is vulnerable to XSS attack.

Else

Web service is not vulnerable to XSS attack.

End

3) Check for DoS/DDoS attacks: DoS/DDoS attacks are classified into different types like Ping of Death, TCP SYN Attack, ICMP Smurf, UDP Flood attack. TCP SYN Attacks arising due to bugs in operating system can be prevented using security patches. Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) are helpful to identify and stop illegal intrusion into the systems. Firewalls can be placed into the network to block traffic coming from unknown IP. Routers can be used to limit network access and dropping suspected traffic using Access Control List (ACL).

Incident ε {URL Header Access}

Algorithm 3: Defense Mechanism Algorithm against DoS/DDoS attack

INPUT: DoS/DDoS attack through URL header access of web page.

OUTPUT: A secure web page that is free from DoS/DDoS attack.

Start

Read (User Inputs like Source IP address, Destination IP address, Payload)

Extract IP header

If Source IP ∈ BlackIP List, then

Drop Packet

Else if Payloadsize > Payloadthreshold then

Drop packet and add to BlackIP List

End if

End

4) Check for access validation: Due to absence of centralized middleware in Web page, it becomes necessary to specify the address (URI) of the page and the transport protocol (HTTP). Hence, Access validation can be done with the help of secure key management like security tokens for secure authentication.

Incident ε {Web page Field Access, URL Header Access}

Algorithm 4: Defense Mechanism Algorithm to check for access validation

INPUT: request through text fields, URL header access in the web page.

OUTPUT: A secure web page that is free from mis-user access attack.

Start

Issue security tokens to WSC through Security Token Service

Bind the same security token with WSP

Validate security token for transaction

If WSC Security Token ∈ WSP Security Token, then

Allow payload for transaction

Else

Drop payload and cancel the transaction

End

End

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Based on extensive literature survey, security with OCL constraints using Five Primary Security Input Validation Attributes (FPSIVA) parameters for input validation is provided. The web modeling of software applications consisting of various security-colored notations and stereotypes in secure activity diagrams is proposed to distinguish main activity diagram from attackers’ activity diagram and defensive activity diagram. Also, defense mechanism algorithms are proposed to build secure activity diagrams. The consistency between UML diagram is maintained through relationship between proposed SecUML3Activity diagram and Secure 3-
Use Case diagram proposed by authors in earlier work. The various BTech and MTech software Projects are implemented using secure analysis.

Proposed SecUML3Activity diagram is derived from the Secure 3 Use Case diagram proposed by the author in their earlier work [2]. The proposed strategy is to maintain consistencies between these UML diagrams to avoid errors, defects, vulnerabilities that may arise in software development. This relationship between these two UML diagrams is well explained through mathematical modeling. The input validation of parameters is done through OCL constraints using Five Primary Security Input Validation Attributes (FPSIVA) parameters. The use of colors has been recognized by Software Engineering research to make graphical software models easier to follow, hence as per requirement of secure activity diagrams, three security color code notations and stereotypes in activity diagrams are proposed to distinguish the activities. White color is used to represent activity diagram in normal state. Red color in dotted line is used to represent attack activity components. Blue color with double line is used to represent the defensive activity components. The defense mechanism algorithms against SQL Injection (SQLI), Cross Site Scripting (XSS), DoS/ DDoS attack, access validation is also provided for making system more secure and robust.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The main purpose of this research is to provide security in activity diagrams to prevent external and internal attacks on the web application. The defects, errors, and problems in the software systems occur due to inconsistencies between UML diagrams in analysis phase.

The security features of SecUML3Activity diagram in analysis phase of SDLC can be mapped with component diagram of software architecture, secure data structure design and secure algorithms design against top 10 attacks on software. This standardized proposed secure UML stack with defense mechanism can be used as the reference document for the coding phase and help developers to build more secure applications. The work is in progress.
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APPENDIX A

1) Login Activity Diagram

![Login Activity Diagram]

Fig. 2. Login activity.

2) Attack Activity Diagram

![Attack Activity Diagram]

Fig. 3. Attack activity.

3) Defensive Activity Diagram
4) Proposed SecUML3 Activity Diagram

**Login Activity**

Figure 1a: Login Activity Diagram

**Attack Activity**

Figure 1b: Attack Activity Diagram

**Defense Activity**

Figure 1c: Defense Activity Diagram

Fig. 4. Defensive activity.

Fig. 5. Proposed SecUML3 Activity.